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Discover how to trade the markets

Learn how indices work – and discover the wide range of markets you can spread bet on – with IG Academy's free ’introducing the financial markets’ course.
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Put learning into action

Try out what you’ve learned in this index strategy article risk-free in your demo account.
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Ready to trade indices?

Put the lessons in this article to use in a live account – upgrading is quick and easy.

	Get fixed spreads from 1 point on the FTSE 100
	Protect your capital with risk management tools
	Trade more 24-hour markets than any other provider
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Inspired to trade?

Put your new knowledge into practice. Log in to your account now.
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Prices above are subject to our  website terms and agreements. Prices are indicative only. All shares prices are delayed by at least 15 mins.
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Trade CFDs or shares – decide which of our products is best for you.













Discover why so many clients choose us, and what makes us a world-leading provider of CFDs.













Find out what charges your trades could incur with our transparent fee structure.
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Contact us

Interested in opening an account?

Contact 1800 601 799 or newaccounts.au@ig.com

Want to check on your application’s progress?

Email newaccounts.au@ig.com

Have another question?

Browse our Help and Support portal
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CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. You do not own or have any interest in the underlying asset. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Please consider the Margin Trading Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), Risk Disclosure Notice and Target Market Determination before entering into any CFD transaction with us.

The value of shares, ETFs and ETCs bought through an IG share trading account can fall as well as rise, which could mean getting back less than you originally put in. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Please ensure you fully understand the risks and take care to manage your exposure.

The information on this website is prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs. Consequently, you should consider the information in light of your objectives, financial situation and needs.

This website is operated by IG Australia Pty Ltd. IG Australia Pty Ltd is located on Level 32, Queen & Collins, 376-390 Collins Street, Melbourne, VIC 3000. ABN 93 096 585 410, Australian Financial Services Licence No. 515106. Derivatives Issuer Licence in New Zealand FSP No. 684191, NZBN 9429047618251.
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